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‘Baan’ means the hearth, the home, the community, the place where you come from and this
new book by Kay Plunkett-Hogge emulates just that feeling from Thai cuisine. Born and raised in
Bangkok, Kay spoke Thai before she spoke English and has spent more than half her life in
Thailand. Baan is a true homage to her childhood, to the delicious recipes that she was raised
on and a cuisine and country that she loves.Baan features over 120 recipes that Kay has
collected from all over Thailand from friends, acquaintances and street-stall holders, all gathered
over around 30 years of travel, and all of them tried and tested back in London. Kay demystifies
Thai food, providing clear and concise recipes and revealing the shortcuts, kitchen hacks and
ingredient substitutions that make delicious and authentic Thai cookery achievable in an
ordinary Western home.Learn how to cook rice – so central to Thai food and so easy to get right,
whether steamed jasmine rice or sticky white rice, all secrets are revealed. Chapters include:
Snacks and Aharn Len; Yums, Laarps and Tums; Soups; Stir-fried and Deep-fried; Curries,
Stews and Braises; Grilled, Steamed and Baked; Relishes, Dipping Sauces and Pickles; Eggs
and Drinks and Desserts.



‘Kay Plunkett-Hogge’s cooking – and knowledge – of Thai cuisine is next to none. I dream about
her food. Thank God she’s written this book.’ Diana Henry‘This book makes me hungry. Truly a
beautiful, personal, delicious and easy-to-use guide to Thai cuisine full of stories and tips that
make the food jump off the page and onto the plate.’ Ian Kittichai‘Wise, witty, and wonderfully
written, Baan sits alongside David Thompson’s Thai Food and Andy Ricker’s Pok Pok as one of
the great English language works on regional Thai cookery.’ Tom Parker-Bowles‘Kay’s true home
is Thailand. Rarely have I met some with such a love of a country, its people and their food. This
book, so aptly named Baan, is the result of her journey through the Kingdom and many kitchens.
It is home cooking, the true source of the best of Thai food. Kay recounts the charm, delicious
fun and spirit of Thai kitchens in this book. I am captivated.’ David ThompsonIn memory of Mum
and Dad who took the leap.And of Prayoon and Lune, whose indomitable spirits stand beside
me at the stove every day.For Kim, who remembers it all.And for Fred, who always believed this
book would happen.ContentsIntroductionHow to Build a Thai Menu or MealAharn Len
SnacksRice and NoodlesCurriesSoups and BraisesStir-fried and Deep-friedGrilled, Steamed
and BakedYums, Laarps and TumsDessertsDipping Sauces and RelishesKitchen
EssentialsGlossary of IngredientsIndexAcknowledgementsThe word baan means a house or a
home. It can also mean a village.But it goes deeper than that: it’s a word that stems from the
various dialects of the Tai language family. Baan means the hearth, the home, the community,
the place where you come from.It speaks to how we sustain each other.It speaks to the ties that
bind us together.It speaks to the heart.Which, to me, is where food comes from.This is a book
about home cooking. It also happens to be about Thai food. For, while I have written before
about Spanish food, Italian food and so on, it is Thai food that I cook most often.I was born and
raised in Bangkok. I spoke Thai before I spoke English (which freaked out my Irish grandmother
when I was brought to London for the first time aged three). I have spent more than half my life in
Thailand, as a child, as a young professional in the film business, and latterly as a food writer
and journalist.And I have been very privileged that my work has allowed me to travel the length
and breadth of the country. More so, that the language has opened more doors for me there,
both literally and figuratively, than the average white-faced girl has ever had the chance to walk
through.As a result, I have been able to collect recipes from wherever I’ve been: from tribal Tai
Yai and Akha people in the mountains of the Golden Triangle; from elephant kwans in the forests
of Lampang Province; from fishermen in coastal Ranong; from stall holders, chefs, shop
keepers, air stewards, taxi drivers, chambermaids, horsemen, hi-so women; from little old ladies
in markets; and from people who have kindly called me na farang hua jai Thai — the foreign-
faced girl with the heart of a Thai.This book is the result of all those conversations. And it’s the
result of many happy hours spent in the kitchen with Prayoon, our family cook, when I was a
chubby, greedy little girl, helping to stoke the charcoal braziers, to pound chillies and garlic, or to
chop herbs. That she indulged me, instead of shooing me out the door for being underfoot, has
left me with a lasting love of Thai cooking.Most importantly, every recipe has been tested in my
London kitchen on a now 15-year-old four-gas-hob Smeg with its single electric oven (apart from



some of the grill recipes, which I cooked on the barbecue). But whatever your kitchen set-up, the
single most important piece of advice I could give you is to taste, taste, taste everything and
adjust as you like.Aiming high, I hope it achieves Julia Child’s goal for a book, of being ‘for those
who love to cook’, with recipes that are ‘as detailed as they should be so that the reader knows
exactly what is involved and how to go about it.’That Julia knew a thing or two.More importantly,
instead of setting out to ‘simplify’ Thai cooking, I aim to demystify it a little, providing clear
recipes and revealing the short-cuts, kitchen hacks and ingredient substitutions that make it
achievable in an ordinary Western kitchen. Some of the recipes will be familiar, some unusual,
and some so regional they capture a distinct sliver of Thailand and its unique character. And all
of them are well within the capabilities of the competent and curious cook.Most important of all, I
have endeavoured to write a book to be used. My highest hope is for it to sit on your shelf,
tattered and stained, with pages dog-eared at the corners and the spine half falling off.I hope to
guide you – the cook, the reader – deeper into Thai cooking, a world of fragrant curry pastes,
fiery soups, and dishes of profound and gracious subtlety, and on to a culinary adventure in the
comfort of your very own kitchen.And, of course, chan wang wa khun cha sanuk kub nung sueh
– I hope you have fun with it.How to Build a Thai Menu or MealI sometimes have a little difficulty
with serving suggestions. I mean, how can I possibly know how much you like to eat? When it
comes to Thai food, it’s harder still because context is everything. When cooking for two, for
example, I might cook one of the stir-fries and a mug of rice. And perhaps a deep-fried egg each,
depending on the dish. For a Sunday curry lunch, I’d make one batch of curry and a vegetable
dish (and rice), again for two, knowing I’ll have curry left over.As a general rule of thumb, if I’m
cooking for just the two of us, I’ll do two or three things, depending on how greedy we’re feeling.
For four, I’ll do three of four dishes; for six, six or seven dishes, and so on – but now we’re getting
to the stage when I need Fred’s help, or I’ll never get to sit down and enjoy my friends’ company.
In each case, the rice is an extra and essential thing to do.Here are some examples, based on
how I cook Thai for my family. Bear in mind that they’re just suggestions. Mix and match your
menu to suit your tastes and curiosities.One plate dishes for two: Khao Pad Goong (see here)
with a kai dao (see here) each; Pad Krapow (see here), also with a kai dao each and served with
rice; Pad Thai (see here); Pad Kee Mao (see here). Each of these recipes serves two in this
context — if you want to make them for four, make them in two batches. If you double the
ingredients in one wok, it won’t work.Sunday Lunch or dinner for two: Gaeng Pet (see here)
(there will be leftovers), Pad Pak Ruan Mit (see here), Kai Jeow (see here) and rice.Lunch or
dinner for four: Gaeng Keow Wan (see here), Pad Pak Boong Fai Daeng (see here), a laarp and/
or a yum of your choice — in the latter case it depends on what looks good in the shops — rice,
and Som Loey Kaew (see here) for dessert.Dinner for six to eight: this is where I’d pull out some
of the big guns Gaeng Massaman (see here) with roti (see here), Pad Pak Khana Pla Kem (see
here), Kai Toon (see here) or Gaeng Cheud Mara (see here) for something neutral, Neua Tom
Kem (see here), Yum Hua Plee (see here), Khun Nai’s squid (see here) and rice. I’d also make a
couple of Aharn Len dishes to stave off the guests’ hunger pangs while I finish cooking, as well



as, perhaps, a nam prik or two with crudities. And definitely dessert, probably something like the
Mango, Lime and Basil Sorbet (see here) or the Nam Kang Gno (see here), because they’re
refreshing and cleansing. Alternatively, I will do a big batch of Kow Soi (see here) with all the bits
that go with it. It’s much more casual, and great fun. In this case, I’d also make Nam Prik Num
(see here) and Nam Prik Ong (see here), served with crudities and Kap Moo (see here), the last
of which I often buy in, and perhaps a laarp (see here), and fresh fruit to finish.My dinner table’s
in the kitchen, so I’m not sequestered away from my friends, and I can get them to muck in if I
need to. Either way, things are ready when they’re ready. As long as you’ve done all your prep,
ideally made the curry the day before, have some good tunes on the iPod and the wine flowing,
all will be well.Goong Cha Nam PlaThai-style Prawn Sashimi with Fish SauceThais love to
snack. It doesn’t matter whether it’s a mid-morning wrapper of deep-fried banana, or an
afternoon stick of grilled (broiled) pork, or a hastily grabbed bag of green mango with chilli salt to
tide one over until dinner, snacks are available all day and, in the cities at least, all night.Don’t be
put off by the fact that these prawns (shrimp) are served raw. The nam pla, lime and chillies have
an almost ceviche-like curing effect upon them, which is utterly delicious. Do make sure you get
the freshest prawns you can. Serve with a frosty glass of Thai beer.Serves 4 (approx. 2
each)300 g/10½ oz raw king prawns (jumbo shrimp), peeled, de-veined and butterflied with tail
on, chilled6 Thai bird’s eye chillies, finely chopped5 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped1
coriander (cilantro) root (see here), finely chopped1 tsp palm sugar1 tbsp nam pla (fish
sauce)juice of 1 limelettuce leaves or shredded cabbage, to servea handful of mint leaves, to
serveFirst, prepare and chill the prawns, as directed.In a small bowl, thoroughly mix the chillies,
garlic and coriander root together. Add the palm sugar, nam pla and lime juice and mix well until
the sugar has dissolved. Taste: you want a nice balance of hot, salty and sour, with the sour a
little more pronounced.Arrange the chilled prawns on top of the lettuce or cabbage. Pour or
spoon the dressing over them, top with the mint leaves and serve straight away.Kanom JeepThai
Steamed DumplingsThese are, essentially, Thai-style dim sum. I suspect they’re descended
from Chinese shao mai dumplings, which themselves originated in Mongolia. It’s hardly
surprising that something so delicious should have travelled so far, evolving on the way to
produce variations across southeast Asia. They’re also very simple to make, which is a
bonus.Makes 18–241 coriander (cilantro) root (see here)1 tsp white peppercorns1 garlic clove,
peeleda pinch of salt5-mm/¼-inch piece of fresh ginger, peeled250 g/9 oz minced (ground)
pork100 g/3½ oz raw prawns (shrimp), finely chopped3–4 water chestnuts, finely chopped1 tbsp
nam pla (fish sauce)a pinch of sugar18–24 won ton wrappersfor the garlic oil2 tbsp vegetable
oil3 garlic cloves, finely choppedfor the dipping sauce2 tbsp light soy sauce2 tbsp dark soy
sauce2 tbsp white vinegar or rice vinegar1 tbsp sugara little chopped fresh coriander (cilantro)½
large red chilli, deseeded and slicedIn a pestle and mortar, pound together the coriander root,
peppercorns, garlic, salt and ginger until you have a paste.In a large bowl, mix the paste
together with the pork, prawns, water chestnuts, nam pla and sugar. Set aside.To make the
garlic oil, heat the oil in a wok and fry the garlic just until golden brown. Remove from the heat,



pour the garlic and oil into a bowl and set aside.To make the dipping sauce, add the light and
dark soy sauce, vinegar and sugar to a small bowl and stir until combined and the sugar has
dissolved. Stir in the chopped coriander and the red chilli slices. Set aside.To make the
dumplings, touch your thumb and forefinger together to form an ‘O’-shaped hole. Take one won
ton wrapper at a time and drape it over the hole. Put a nugget of filling in the middle of the sheet,
pushing down slightly and then crimp the edges as you pass the dumpling through the hole.
Carry on until you have filled all the sheets or used up all the fillling.Place the kanoms in a
steamer over boiling water, and steam until done – about 10 minutes.Serve immediately, with the
garlic oil drizzled over the top and the dipping sauce on the side.Prayoon’s Tod Mun
PlaPrayoon’s Fish CakesI have yet to find a better recipe for Thai fish cakes than this version,
taught to me by our cook Prayoon when I was 12.Like she did, I always use a good-quality
bought red curry paste for this. Making it fresh just for fishcakes seems like a faff. But if you want
to, the recipe is on here.The secret to a proper Thai fishcake is its texture. It has to be spongy,
almost rubbery, far removed from the flaky Western-style things one often finds in pubs.Makes
16–18, depending on size250 g/9 oz skinless white fish fillets2 heaped tbsp red curry paste
(store-bought or see here)1 egg1 tbsp green beans, sliced1 tbsp kaffir lime leaves, finely sliced
(see tip)1 tsp sugara pinch of salt1–2 tbsp nam pla (fish sauce), to tasteoil, for deep-fryingPut
the fish, curry paste and egg into a food processor and blitz into a homogenised paste. Remove
to a clean bowl, then stir in the beans and the lime leaves, then add the sugar, a pinch of salt
and 1 tbsp of nam pla.Heat a little oil in a wok, and fry off a piece of the mixture to check the
seasoning. Different curry pastes have different balances of flavour. Add more nam pla or sugar
if you need to.Now slap the mixture around the bowl a bit to aerate it – this is how you achieve
the puffy, springy texture of a classic Thai fish cake. Wet your hands slightly, and form the fish
paste into flattish patties. You choose the size – you can have them as big as a plate or bite-
sized. I prefer to use this quantity of the mixture to make 16–18 smaller ones, because I like to
serve them with drinks.Heat the oil in a wok until it’s hot – if you’re using a deep-fryer, set it to
180°C/350°F. Fry the fish cakes in batches until puffy and brown. Transfer them to paper towels
as you go, then serve straight away with Ajad (Quick Pickled Cucumber, see here), as pictured,
on the side.~ The best way to slice a lime leaf is to roll it up lengthways, like a tight cigar, and
then cut it into thin strips. If you attempt to attack it flat on your chopping board, it will irritate the
hell out of you. ~~ In Hua Hin, one of my favourite Thai seaside towns, the locals make a slightly
different version of this recipe. Replace half the fish with dried prawns (shrimp), and add 1–2
tbsp of toasted, grated coconut to the mix. Traditionally this is then moulded on to sticks of
sugarcane before grilling (broiling), but you can just fry them off as above. ~Tod Mun Fukthong
Khun TaveeKhun Tavee’s Pumpkin FrittersThe Karen hill tribes have been migrating into
northern Thailand since the seventeenth century, but originally they came from the mountains of
south-eastern Myanmar, with which Thailand shares a border. Like many of the northern hill
tribes, theirs is not a happy story, and far too complicated and political for a cookery book.
Suffice to say that many have fled oppression in Myanmar to live as refugees in Thailand and



elsewhere.Their cooking is distinct from Thai, as exemplified by this dish, which I got from Khun
Tavee, the mother of my friend Ae, who works as a tour guide in Chiang Mai.Like the Akha,
another of the northern hill tribes, the Karen do not use fish sauce. And, given their traditional
reliance on rotational agriculture, theirs is a very vegetable-heavy cuisine. Which might explain
why these fritters just happen to be vegan.Khun Tavee tells me that you can also make this with
the same amount of shredded banana flowers. I have not tried it, primarily because when I find a
banana flower of sufficient quality, I tend to make the Yum Hua Plee (Banana Blossom Salad,
see here)!Makes 16–184 green Thai bird’s eye chillies, sliced3 garlic cloves, peeled and finely
choppeda good pinch of salta good pinch of sugar300 g/10½ oz grated or shredded pumpkin
(about 600 g/1 lb 5 oz unpeeled)2 tbsp glutinous (sticky) rice flour6 tbsp rice flourvegetable oil,
for deep-fryingIn a pestle and mortar, lightly crush together the chillies, garlic, salt and sugar.
Scrape into a bowl with the grated pumpkin and stir gently to combine. Add the glutinous (sticky)
rice flour and the rice flour, then stir in enough water to make a soft, dropping consistency.Heat
the oil in a wok until it’s hot – if you’re using a deep-fryer, set it to 180°C/350°F. Form the mixture
into loose patties and fry until crisp and golden. Remove to drain on paper towels.Serve with
Ajad (Quick Pickled Cucumber, see here) – noting that, for this dish, it’s made slightly differently,
as you will see.Oysters with Mee’s ‘Mignonette’Mee’s Sauce for OystersMy friend Mee (Somjai
Kliangklom) made this when we were going for a picnic on a tiny island off Ranong in southern
Thailand. Once there, he opened oysters with a machete, added a dab off his special
‘mignonette’ and topped it with a garnish that included fronds of kratin, or horse tamarind, which
he’d just picked moments before.The kratin blew my mind. It enhances the oyster’s creaminess,
which in turn offsets the fire of the chillies, to create a harmony of flavour I had never before
experienced. You can find kratin at most good Asian supermarkets – but if you can’t, go
without.Makes 126 Thai shallots, or 3 regular shallots, finely sliced12 fresh oysters, shuckedoil,
for deep-fryingfor the ‘mignonette’6–8 Thai bird’s eye chillies3 large garlic cloves, peeled2 tbsp
caster (superfine) sugarjuice of 2 limes, plus more to taste1 tsp nam pla (fish sauce), plus more
to tastefor the additional garnishesa few garlic cloves, finely sliced2 limes, cut into small
segments, with the membrane removed12 fronds of kratin (horse tamarind) (optional)2–3 spring
onions (scallions), very finely slicedTo make the ‘mignonette’, pound the chillies and the garlic in
a pestle and mortar until smooth. Add the sugar and pound again. Add the lime juice and nam
pla, and taste, adding more of the lime juice and nam pla if necessary. Set aside.Heat the oil in a
wok or frying pan (skillet) and, when it’s hot, deep-fry the sliced shallots, stirring them all the
time, until they are golden and crispy. Remove to drain on paper towels.Serve the oysters with a
drizzle of the ‘mignonette’, garnished with a little bit of everything else.Peek GaiChicken
WingsThese are sticky and delicious, and perfect with a cold beer. I’ve based their seasoning on
some fried chicken knuckles I once had at the Saxophone Jazz and Blues Pub near the Victory
Monument. Serve with either Nam Jim Jaew (Roasted Chilli Dipping Sauce) (see here) or sweet
chilli sauce.Serves 4800 g/1 lb 12 oz chicken wings, jointed (approx. 10–12)for the marinade4
tbsp light soy sauce2 tbsp sweet soy sauce1 tbsp oyster sauce1 tbsp Laarp Kua spice mix



(Northern-Style Laarp, see here)4 tbsp nam pla (fish sauce)2 tbsp tamarind paste (purée)1 tbsp
palm sugarIn a large bowl, thoroughly combine all the marinade ingredients. Stir the chicken
wings through the marinade, cover and marinate in the fridge for at least 1 hour.Preheat the grill
(broiler) to medium.Grill (broil) the wings for 15–20 minutes, turning from time to time, and
basting with any excess marinade if you like, until cooked through and the juices run clear.Laarp
Grop SongTwo Types of Crispy Pork Laarp BallsCrispy on the outside, soft and fragrant in the
middle, these meatballs are my idea of snack heaven, and a million miles away from soggy vol
au vents or cheesy puffs. They were originally designed to use up leftover laarp which, in my
experience, never happens. So I came up with this.Makes approx. 18Isaan-style Laarp250 g/9
oz minced (ground) pork1 heaped tbsp chopped fresh mint, leaves only2 tsp toasted rice
powder (see tip on see here)1 tbsp chopped Thai or regular shallots1 tbsp lime juice1 tbsp nam
pla (fish sauce)1 tsp roasted chilli powder (available in Asian supermarkets)1 tbsp rice flour, for
lightly coatingvegetable oil, for deep-fryingto servelettuce leaveslime wedgesIn a large bowl, mix
together all the ingredients, except the flour and oil, with your hands, making sure everything is
well incorporated.Heat a little oil in a small frying pan (skillet) and fry off a small piece of the
mixture to taste. It should taste sharp, nutty, spicy and salty. Adjust the seasoning as necessary.
Shape the mixture into about 18 evenly sized meatballs, a bit smaller in size than a ping pong
ball. Roll the balls in the rice flour, tapping off any excess.Heat the oil for deep-frying in a small
wok until hot, then deep-fry the meatballs in batches until deep golden, crisp and cooked
through. Drain on paper towels, then serve with lettuce leaves, lime wedges and Nam Jim Jaew
(Roasted Chilli Dipping Sauce, see here) on the side, if you like.Northern-style Laarp Kua250
g/9 oz minced (ground) pork1 tbsp Laarp Kua spice mix (Northern-Style Laarp, see here)2 kaffir
lime leaves, finely sliced1 tbsp chopped fresh mint, leaves only1 tbsp chopped fresh coriander
(cilantro)1 spring onion (scallion), finely chopped1 tbsp deep-fried garlic (see here)1 tbsp nam
pla (fish sauce)1 tbsp rice flour, for lightly coatingvegetable oil, for fryingto servelettuce
leaveslime wedgesIn a large bowl, mix together all the ingredients, except the flour and oil, with
your hands, making sure everything is well incorporated.Heat a little oil in a small frying pan
(skillet) and fry off a small piece of the mixture to taste. It should taste aromatic, spicy and salty.
Adjust the seasoning as necessary.Shape, cook and serve following the method opposite for
Isaan-style Laarp.Miang Khum‘Little Bites’This dish is a DIY delight – tasty morsels, served
separately for you to wrap up on a leaf, dress with the sauce and devour. Often you’ll find its
component parts sold in small packages from street vendors, ready to assemble. Each one
offers a rainbow of flavour.The dish’s roots lie in the north. The star ingredient is the leaves: bai
chaploo, or wild pepper leaves, which can be found in good Asian supermarkets. Not to be
confused with betel leaves, though they look similar; betel has a more pronounced and tongue-
numbing flavour. These guys are lightly peppery and more subtle, and are so associated with
this dish that some people call them simply bai miang. If you can’t find them, make do with
spinach leaves.As for the fillings, you can replace the dried shrimp with some flaked, hot-
smoked mackerel, or serve both, and you can add a few small segments of pomelo or grapefruit



to the mix too.Serves 6–832 wild pepper leaves (bai chaploo), or spinach leavesfor the sauce2
tsp kapi (shrimp paste)1 banana leaf (optional)2.5-cm/1-inch piece of fresh ginger, peeled and
finely chopped2.5-cm/1-inch piece of galangal, peeled and finely chopped1 stick lemongrass,
finely chopped2 Thai shallots or 1 regular shallot, peeled and finely chopped100–125 ml/3½–4 fl
oz/ –½ cup nam pla (fish sauce)1–2 tsp tamarind paste (purée)125 g/4½ oz palm sugar1 tbsp
peanuts, toasted, lightly crushed1 tbsp shredded, unsweetened coconut, toasted until brownfor
the fillings4 tbsp dried prawns (shrimp), fried4 Thai shallots or 2 regular shallots, peeled and
finely chopped4 tbsp shredded, unsweetened coconut, toasted until golden4 tbsp sliced Thai
bird’s eye chillies4 tbsp unsalted peanuts, toasted2 limes, sliced, chopped into segments2.5-
cm/1-inch piece of fresh ginger, peeled and finely choppedTo make the sauce, wrap the kapi in
the banana leaf or aluminium foil. Toast in a dry frying pan (skillet) until fragrant – the banana leaf
will char. Set aside.Toast the ginger, galangal, lemongrass and shallots in the same dry pan until
they’re just turning colour. Transfer to a pestle and mortar and pound into a fine paste.Heat a
saucepan over a gentle heat and add the kapi, ginger paste, nam pla, tamarind paste and palm
sugar. Stir until you have a sticky sauce. If it seems thick, add a dash of water – you want it to be
like runny honey. Stir in the peanuts and the coconut. Transfer to a bowl and cool.To serve, place
the leaves on a platter with the filling ingredients and divide the sauce among a few small bowls.
Take a leaf and add a selection of the filling ingredients. Dress with the sauce, wrap the leaf
around its contents and eat in one bite.Ma Hor‘Galloping Horses’This dish was a staple of many
a Plunkett cocktail party when I was small – the most delicious morsels of sweet, salty, almost
candied pork on sharp wedges of pineapple and orange.The name translates literally as
‘galloping horses’. Our cook Prayoon used to say that it was because of the recipe’s Chinese
influence, and that the Chinese traders who brought their horse caravans down through northern
Thailand were known as ‘Jeen Hor’, or ‘the Galloping Chinese’. Another friend said it was
because the pork was riding the fruit and the dish was quick to make. I rather like both stories.
You choose.If they’re in season, try to use blood oranges for this. They taste delicious and look
like jewels.Makes about 363 coriander (cilantro) roots (see here), finely chopped3 garlic cloves,
peeled1 tsp white peppercorns2 tbsp vegetable oil3 Thai shallots or 1 regular shallot, peeled
and finely sliced (optional)250 g/9 oz minced (ground) pork, or mixture of minced (ground) pork
and minced (ground) prawns2 tbsp nam pla (fish sauce)4 tbsp palm sugar1 tbsp roasted
peanuts, smashedto serve1 pineapple, trimmed, cored, sliced and cut into bite-sized pieces2–4
oranges, peeled and sliced fairly thickly1 long red chilli, deseeded and finely sliceda handful of
fresh coriander (cilantro) leavesUsing a pestle and mortar, pound the coriander root, garlic and
peppercorns together to form a paste.In a wok or a frying pan (skillet), heat the oil and cook the
paste for a couple of minutes until fragrant. Add the shallots, if using, and stir them into the paste
for 30 seconds or so to combine. Add the pork, or pork and prawns, and stir it into the paste until
well incorporated. Add the nam pla and palm sugar, stirring and frying until the meat is cooked.
You’re looking to achieve a texture akin to a pork jam. If you think it needs more palm sugar, add
it; more nam pla, the same. You want a salty, sweet, sticky mass.
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L. Anderson, “AMAZING. what a FANTASTIC cookbook!! I can't rave enough about it!!!delicious
recipes, clear & simple instructions, excellent intro and tibits... a must have for your kitchen!!”

DB, “Very nice cookbook.. Well written book.”

Dominic, “The Must-Have Cookbook If You Want To Cook Thai Food. I love Thai food, but I've
always been nervous to make it myself. No longer. This book makes it achievable. And I know
this for a fact because I bought this as soon as I could from UK Amazon. I have cooked from it
many times since it arrived. Kay Plunkett-Hogge's accessible prose makes each recipe feel
achievable even when the techniques involved seem unfamiliar (like the Thai omelette). I've
made a green curry from scratch and it's the best I've ever tasted. I've also tried the stir-fry with
holy basil (pad krapow), the "drunkard's noodles" (pad see mao), the grilled chicken and a
fabulous curry from northern Thailand called gaeng heng lay, which I loved. Each recipe has
been straight-forward to cook and easy to fit into my day. Most importantly, Kay is very good at
telling you where you can substitute ingredients, which is invaluable. I cannot recommend this
book highly enough. If you want to cook Thai food, this is the book.”

Robert, “Best Thai Book on the Market. I love Kay's books in general, but this is by far the best.
Beautiful, entertaining, and packed with wonderful recipes you can make. A bargain given how
much is in the book!”

Dominic, “The Best Thai Cookbook Out There. I love Thai food, but I've always been nervous to
make it myself. No longer. This book makes it achievable. And I know this for a fact because I
couldn't wait for my Amazon pre-order to arrive and I bought it on Saturday at Waterstones (I'll
give this copy to my mum!). In the last few days, I've cooked from it every day. I made a green
curry from scratch on Sunday, the stir-fry with holy basil (pad krapow) on Monday, the
"drunkard's noodles" (pad see mao) on Tuesday and the grille chicken last night. Each recipe
has been absolutely banging. And straight-forward. And easy to fit into that whole coming home
from work and cooking something interesting thing. I cannot recommend this book highly
enough. If you want to cook Thai food, this is the book.”

curlywurlyfi, “simple and delicious. This colourful beauty is packed with irresistible dishes + little
snips + anecdotes from Kay's early life in Bangkok. She clearly explains how to make each dish,
what it combines well with + where you as a home cook can make substitutions or take short
cuts - so reassuring, without in any way sacrificing authenticity. I might have liked a map of
Thailand with the regions marked out, but this is a cookbook not an atlas. I am already planning
a canter through the cabbage with fish sauce, green chilli sauce for steamed fish + the water
chestnut salad.”



grace carley, “A piece of art.... This is an absolutely beautiful book - gorgeous cover, wonderful
photography and top quality paper. It brings you back to why real books matter, and particularly
why cookbooks are so much better than online recipes. Kay gives lovely background notes to
the recipes, and the ingredients and directions are clearly laid out and easy to follow. The
results are delicious - I don't think I'd ever tasted a proper Pad Thai until I made this one. And
the classic green and red curries are worth every minute of the required chopping and pestle-
ing! I intend to make every single dish in this book, but may draw the line at making my own
coconut milk!”

Peter Jenkins, “Baan - The book that made Us feel at Home. Sah wah dee khra - having had
the luxury of several trips (to Hua Hin) and enjoyed 100's of delicious meals cooked by our
daughter-in-law Angkanna reading, and cooking recipes from, this gorgeous book takes us right
back to the smells of the home, out door, wok. All the recipes we have cooked worked brilliantly,
tasted really authentic, and leave us eager to try those recipes not yet attempted. Khap Khun
Khrap.”

The book by Kay Plunkett-Hogge has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 142 people have provided
feedback.
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